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MEMBERSHIP ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

A warm welco~re is extended by the President and ~rembers of the Friends' 
Council to the following new Jrembers who have joined our ranks since August. 

Betty Thompson 
Keverne Yuncken 
Michael Fretwell (family) 
Claudia Cliff 
Yvonne Saleeba 
Elizabeth Barry 
T.J. Gower (family) 

St. Paul's College 
Robert Furner 
Shirley Shooter 
N.H. Luckett (family) 
Don and Josie Smallacombe (family) 
Prof.& Mrs. J.R. Prescott (family) 
Anne Reschke 

Jam=s and June Quilliam (family) 
Irene Schmidt 

Pauline Ferrett 

All members are automatically placed on the mailing list to receive the 
"Trailwa.lker" on alternate m:>nths in addition to notices relating to the 
Friends' activities as they occur. 

NE.W MEMBERSHIPS 

To avoid prospective members being deterred by the short period remaining for 
the current financial year, Council has agreed to extend the membership period 
for applications received from 1st October, 1989 to December, 1990. 

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS 

Preliminary notice is given that membership renewals will be due on 1 January, 
1990. For the convenience of Jrembers, a renewal application form will be 
published in the December issue of the "Trailwa.lker". At the last Armual 
General ~ting of the Friends in August, 1988, the Constitution was varied to 
change the financial year from July to June to January to December with all 
memberships being extended to 31st December, 1989. 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

The Friends' Armual General ~ting will be held on Friday, 23 February, 
1990 at the Girl Guides Association Hall, 278 South Terrace, Adelaide at 7.30 
p.m. Following the election of officers to the Council for the ensuing year, 
an interesting programne featuring a guest speaker will follow. All rrembers 
are urged to keep this date free to support the organisation . Nomination form 
for election to Council will be published in the December issue. 
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To the Editor, 

MY REPORT ON THE WALK AT KYEEMA CONSERVATION PARK 

By Mart in Gardner (age 8 years) 
Sunday, 25th September, 1989 

If you were only 8 and mum and dad said you had to walk 16 kms before you 
had your dinner at Strathalbyn, what would you do? 

I ~t on the walk anyway. We started at the carpark on the junction of 
Woodgate Hill and Brookman Roads (between Meadows and Willunga). We ~t on 
the long walk with Derrick Kelly. We started to go tCMards the gate that opens 
up to Kyeema Conservation Park along a sandy road. (It took five minutes.) 
Well we walked along till we got to some trees, cows or bulls were sitting Ck:Mn 
around the trees. Next stop was a sign that had a map of Kyeema Conservation 
Park (the stop took ten seconds) . Next gate was al:xrut 800 metres away from the 
sign and had a sign that said "Authorised Vehicles Only". We travelled on and 
we got to a thin path al:xrut the thickness of three "Trailwalkers" together and 
at the end of it a gate and a pit stop. 

Then we're back on a road (not bitumen or gravel road) but another sandy 
road. We ~t <'bm, around a corner, up and dc:Mn and up and <'bm. We met a 
Ranger who talked to us about a lost bulldozer (no, not a dozing bull but a 
caterpillar! ) . 

We continued to travel further along the sandy road and it changed to a 
dirt one. We are IlCM at Kui tpo Colony. I am getting very tired and hungry 
now. A storm came over with thunder and lightning. We cut through a field (it 
was very muddy) and came to a creek. We crossed this one but not the next one. 

We had lunch in the rain. When we had finished lunch we couldn't cross the 
next bit of water {pond) so we cut through the bushes and brambles. I am the 
leader now and follc::Me<.~ the Heysen Trail markers. I was being rude and saying 
"Come on, we (daddy and me) get all the rests because we are in front" and 
"it's boggy down here". 

We ~t up, down, up, down, up, down, up, down, up and down (I think that's 
right). Near the end of those ups and downs we heard an engine. We thought it 
was the bulldozer but it was a m:>tor bike. We came to another thin track, and 
Derrick said that it gets even thinner. We travelled on and came to a part 
where you couldn't see the Heysen Trail, but the markers helped us {or me! ) . 

We next went on a part of t.l-u= track where the Heysen Trail and the Network 
Trails meet. We ~t on a Network Trail . We walked on and down and came to 
the gate with the "Authorised Vehicles" sign. I went ahead of everybody (even 
daddy). 

The cows were not at t he trees they were near the other gate. I had a red 
T-shirt on! I had to walk through the cattle! I walked towards them. The 
cattle walked towards me . I walked back to mum and dad without crying. 

We walked through the gate of Kyeema Conservation Park and walked back to 
the carpark. Derr i ck sa.id that we had v-;alked for 16 kms and it took us 4 1/ 2 
hours. 

P.S. I got my· dinner at Hahndorf not St r athalbyn ! 
(Signed) Martin Gard~er, 16 Hughes Avenue, St. Agnes , 5097 



DEVELOFMENTAL NEWS 

Another Heysen Trail strip map is due for release in October which will 
supplement the existing maps. The new map covers the section from Peter's Hill 
to Logan Gap which was marked by the Friends during the winter rflOnths. 

The final stages of marking, including the erection of Long Distance 
Walking signs was completed in late September. Walkers will see many 
"Private/Grazing Property" signs along this section with the relevant 
prohibition notices attached; also information on trail closure dates. These 
are, for this section, 15 November to 30 April and of course on days of 
proclaimed fire bans. There are no further maps planned for publication until 
next year's walking season opens. 

The completion and opening of Mayo Hut for overnight use by walkers created 
a need for a short re-routing of the Heysen Trail. This ~rk was completed 
prior to the opening and no doubt many walkers will take advantage of this 
charming spot to spend the night. 

A trail has been marked from the carpark at the end of Tunkalilla Road to 
Tunkalilla Beach. This will not only provide a valuable access point to the 
Heysen Trail on the south coast but will give walkers the opportunity of 
another cirL-ular walk based on this lovely section of the Heysen Trail. 

FollCMing the valuable and IID.lch appreciated survey ~rk on the ne~rk 
trails, groups are now engaged in formally re-marking these established trails 
in the northern area. The opening of the 1990 walking season should coincide 
with the release of the first set of maps to cover these trails. 

Colin Malcolm, 
Maintenance Co-ordinator 

WALKING PROGRM-f.1E FOR 1990 

Council has recently reviewed the Friends' 1989 walking programme. 
The popularity of the walks conducted this year has denvnstrated an 

increasing demand for walks by members and also the general public. With this 
in view a committee has been formed to report to Council recommendations for 
the 1990 programme and beyond. 

The committee comprises Nev. Southgate (Convenor), Maureen Morris, Norm 
Taylor, Richard Avery. (Colin Malcolm to deputise for Nev whilst he is 
overseas.) 

The first objective of this conunittee is to gather as IID.lch information as 
possible from members regarding their walking requirements. Enclosed with this 
issue of the "Trailwalker" is a short questionnaire. All interested members 
are asked to complete and return it to the Administrative Officer, Friends of 
the Heysen Trail and Other Walking Trails, 304 Henley Beach Road, Underdale, 
5032, no later than 31 October, 1989. 

If you have any queries do not hesitate to ask one of the committee 
members. 

Colin Malcolm 
Acting Convenor, 1990 Walking Programme Conunittee 

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED 

Volunteers are sought to supervise the Friends' display at the Life. 
Be in it. Leisure Day in the Park on Sunday, 22 October, 1989 at Bonython 
Park between 10.00 a.m. and 4.00 p.m. There will be a proi'OCltional display 
and, possibly, a short marked trail using Heysen Trail markers. Leaflets 
and membership application forms will be available for issue to interested 
visitors. 

If you are able to assist at any time throughout the day, will you 
please contact the Administrative Officer, (234-0844) on Thursdays and 
Fridays to indicate the hours you will be available so that a roster may 
be prepared. 



MORE WALKS 

The Friends 1 walk on 20 August, 1989 again proved to be very popular with a 
large number of walkers arriving at Kersbrook for a thoroughly enjoyable outing to 
the old Kersbrook Forest. Maureen and John M:>rris were our hostess and host for a 
short walk and a longer walk through a particularly scenic area of Mt. Crawford 
Forest. Clarification of the term "short" may be appropriate at this point to 
enable prospective walkers to understand that any walk through conservation parks 
or forests for whatever duration is not likely to be on entirely flat terrain. 
The aim of these walks is to introduce Friends and other nembers of the :public to 
walking in areas typical of the environnent through which the Heysen Trail and 
other walking trails are located. !his includes walking in areas which may be 
flat, gently undulating or steep, with surfaces which are uneven or rocky. 
Participants should therefore heed our advice to wear sturdy, comfortable shoes 
and possess a reasonable deQree of fitness. 

The Kersbrook walk conunenced at the end of Forest Road north of Kersbrook. We 
were able to leave our vehicles inside the gate where JJX)re space was available. 
Thank you to Bronte Leak of Mt. Crawford Forest Headquarters for his co-operation 
in this respect. · 

Both parties followed a well-delineated route through the forest before 
reaching a native forested section containing abundant specinens of helmet and 
greenhood orchids and signs of the spider orchid coming into bud. On reaching the 
start of Vixen Gully, twJ groups were fonned to enable the "short walk" nembers to 
return to the vehicles by an alternative route, led by John. Those interested in 
extending the walk were led by Maureen through Vixen Gully where, again, mcmy 
species of native orchids, wildfl~rs and ferns were noticed. Spectacular views 
were also an exciting feature of this part of Mt . Crawford Forest. Although the 
sky was overcast, fine weather prevailed to provide a thoroughly enjoyable outing 
in ideal walking conditions. 

Special thanks to Maureen and John for the tim? and preparation spent hosting 
another highly successful "Friends 1 Walk". 



On SUnday, 24 September, 1989, the Noarlunga Bush:walking Club hosted three 
walks at KyeeriiCl Conservation Park. Doug Paice and Derek, assisted by Gladys, led 
~ longer walks and Bob and Beryl, assisted by Charlie, led a shorter walk 
through this interesting Conservation Park and Kuitpo Forest where the native 
vegetation is in full brilliant bloom. Blue wrens, red robins and a fantail were 
also observed along the Nature Trail in KyeeriiCl. 

Once again, a large number of walkers met, this tine at the junction of 
Woodgate Hill and Brookman Roads, for the start of the walk. The day was warm and 
sunny at first but by lunchtine storm clouds were gathering. They quickly passed 
during the lunch break and all parties continued without further interruption. 
The leaders had carefully researched interesting details of the area which were 
passed on to us throughout the day, adding to the interest and enjoyment of the 
walk 

The ~ final walks for the season will be held as follows:-

Sunday, 22 October, 1989 - Cudlee Creek section of Mt. Crawford Forest -
This is a steep area and not sui table for selection of a short walk. Therefore, a 
longer walk only, approximately four hours, will be available on this occasion. 
Intending walkers should meet at the Gorge Caravan Park kiosk at 10. 30 a.m. 

Sunday, 12 November, 1989 - Mt. Crawford Forest, Kaiser Stuhl Conservation Park 
and Bethany (subject to sui table weather conditions, .i.e. if the forecast 
estimated temperature is not in excess of 30 degrees). The walk will be hosted by 
the Common Venturers who marked this section of the Heysen Trail soon after the 
inception of the Friends'. Meet at Bethany Reserve at 10.30 a.m. 

For general enquiries regarding any of the walks, please telephone Thelma 
Anderson, Administrative Officer (234- 0844 on Thursdays and Fridays). 



SALE OF ROAD RESERVES 

Concern must be felt by recreational organisations at the sale of an 
increasing number of undeveloped road reserves to adjoining landowners. Such 
reserves provide an ideal enviro~nt for recreational use, particularly those 
s.i tuated in the scenic local gc-,ernment areas of the Adelaide Hills. With 
seemingly careless abandon these public access routes are being absorbed into 
adjoining privately owned properties and excluding members of the public for 
whose use they were originally laid dc:Mn, albeit, as .is claimed by those in 
favour of such disposal, "at a desk in some office in London" at the time of 
settlement. Nonetheless, the wisdom and judgment of our founding fathers in 
th.is respect has stood the test of time and must not be dismissed so lightly in 
order to justify a modern day trend by some district councils to sell valuable 
scenic thoroughfares which are .ideal for use as safe walking trails. 

There is il'lherent danger in walking along a busy traffic lane in 
competition with speeding vehicles. It .is therefore imperative that all 
remaining undeveloped road reserves should be retained, if only in the 
interests of safety. 

The .importance of retaining rights of way to meet the recreational needs of 
future generations cannot be over-emphasized. Failure to recognise these needs 
may ultimately result in the introduction of legislation to acquire areas of 
private property for use as walking lanes if the present rate of loss 
continues. This would, of course, be lengthy and costly. Such a step would 
also be avoidable if far-sighted attitudes were adopted by local gover~nt 
bodies immediately. Council enlighte~nt has already been demnstrated in 
so~ areas where the policy of the local authority does not accept any 
application for the purchase of a Council road, whether developed or 
undeveloped. 

Under the Roads (Opening and Closing) Act, members of the public have an 
opportunity to submit objection to the proposed closure and sale of road 
reserves and all Friends are urged to do so as weight of numbers must influence 
our decision makers. A solitary plea from one organisation is but a mere voice 
in the wilderness. Your support is vi tal. 

ARBURY PARK NEWS 

The control of Arbury Park on the northern side of the South-eastern Freeway 
by National Parks and Wildlife Service is ncM history. Uncertainty about the 
future use of the land on the southern side of the freeway remains. HCMever, the 
integrity of the Heysen Trail along the bank of Cox's Creek to the railway 
aqueduct seems to be assured with negotiations taking place between Stirling 
Council and Government representatives for this area to be retained as a reserve. 

Present concern is for the area of hillside native vegetation containing the 
National Trust Heritage Trail used by the early settlers when transporting produce 
between Hahndorf and BeaUJOOnt Co1III1Dn. This trail also provides a pleasant 
alternative for walkers to use during periods of heavy winter rains when the 
Heysen Trail crossing of Cox's Creek is difficult to negotiate safely. It also 
makes a pleasant circular walk to Bridgewater for families picnicking at P,a~bury 
Park. The logistics of retaining the entire area, either by incorporating the 
hillside section under the control of the National Parks and Wildlife Service or 
within the Stirling Council reserve area, seem indisputable. 

Part of this land is ideal for extension of the trail planned for use by 
disabled persons on the northern side of the freeway. 

The Friends' will closely monitor future Government plans for use of this 
section of Arbury Park. 



OFFICIAL OPENING OF MAYO HUT 

With a backdrop of the magnificent Flinders Ranges, at their brilliant best 
following excellent seasonal rains, the official opening cere100ny of Mayo Hut was 
celebrated on the banks of the Wonoka Creek in Mayo Gorge in traditional and 
enthusiastically warm country style on Sunday, 3 September, 1989. 

A glorious sunny day with a gentle breeze provided perfect conditions for 
approximately 150 people who attended. Peter and Marion Mcinnis and family, -
twins Andrew and Phillip and daughter Erica accompanied a walking party from 
Wonoka homestead to Mayo Cottage. The group was led by Warren Bonython and 
included members of the Friends of the Heysen Trail and Other Walking Trails -
Neville Southgate, Joan and David Matthews, Betty and Paul Franche, Sadie Leupold, 
Karen Sparrow, Shirley Rumball, Thelma Anderson; and Terry Lavender, Manager of 
the Recreation Trails Division of the South Australian Recreation Institute. 
Others attending the opening included many well- known Hawker identities; Alan and 
Heather Wilson from Leigh Creek Bushwalking Group; Bob and Hazel West and family 
from Quorn. 

Mr. Eric Felgate, Director of Developmental Services of the Adelaide Central 
Mission outlined the history behind the ren.cJVation of the Cottage and introduced 
the Rev. Ivor Bailey, SUperintendent of the Mission who, together with the Rev. 
Raeburn Reynolds, a Director, had given full support to the project. Paul 
Nicholas, Director of Wright Court, gave an interesting account of the enthusiasm 
displayed by the men selected to carry out the work of restoring the ruin to its 
former glory when it was first occupied by William and Mary Mayo. Those involved 
included Robert, Leon, Ron, Keith, Rod, Greg, Mick, Ian, Andy, Maurice and Chris, 
some of whom were present at the opening and explained to the visitors details of 
the work required as depicted in a photographic record. Paul also thanked Lyn 
Flink, Marj Tilyard and Gary Paynter for their untiring efforts in preparing food 
and associated duties for the barbecue on Saturday night . 



John Miller, Director of the South Australian Recreation Institute, 
ackncMledged the value of co-operation between the Central Mission, the Institute 
and the Mcinnis family on whose property the Hut is situated, in securing 
overnight accoiiD'OC>dation at a strategic location for walkers using the Heysen 
Trail. Peter Mcinnis, on behalf of his family, responded, referring to the 
friendly negotiations between all parties involved in the restoration process. 

Terry Lavender added his thanks to all those involved in the project and 
performed the unveiling of a plaque set in a stone cairn to mark the occasion. 
Friends' Vice-Presidents, warren .Bonython and Neville Southgate cerem:::>niously cut 
the ribbons securing the front door and Mayo Cottage was officially declared open. 

Students of Hawker Area School provided the catering for a barbecue and salad 
lunch, by courtesy of the South Australian Recreation Institute, as a special 
fund-raising project for the School. Again, the effort and precision involved in 
this enterprise was reflected in its success and enjoyment by all those present. 

The rest of the day was spent inspecting the comfortable quarters available 
for walYErs fortunate to use this section of the Heysen Trail and enjoying a walk 
along Wonoka Creek. All that remained was for the visitors from distant 
destinations to leave this timeless part of the world to return to the reality of 
City life. 

Apologies are extended for omission of reference to many person..c; who were 
involved in various ways, either by participation or attendance at the opening. 
They all contributed to the outstanding success of the occasion. 



MAYO HUT 

There's a place up in the Flinders known to few as Mayo's Gorge, 
It's a secret jewel of beauty in our State 
With the rugged rusty m:::runtains punching high into the sky 
And the peaceful pools of water edged with slate. 

'Twas the place where William Mayo and his Mary came to live, 
'Twas the place they wore their fingers to the bone 
Cutting logs along the river, 
Fetching water from the creek, 
The place they built their humble hut of stone. 

It's a place we've come to cherish on the splendid Heysen Trail, 
It's a place with special meaning in our lives 
For we came and camped and stayed awhile 
And rebuilt in a Mayo style 
Feeling the spirit of pioneers 
As we made the old anew! 

And the few of us so privileged 
To kn.cM this time so well 
Found - not only were we renovating ruins 
But our own lives partly wasted · 
Were restored with hope and vigour 
As we watched this home reborn before our eyes. 

There's a wonder in the Mayo's Gorge 
There's a treasure in their hut, 
But you have to come and stay awhile to find it! 
Don't be rushed . . • . . and don't be busy, 
Think of others gone before .... 

Knc:M the pain they felt in their tired aching bones, 
The hearbreak as the splendour of the crnmt:ry turned to scorn, 
Knc:M how flies and heat and drought and dust 
Forced hopeful hearts to 11DUI'Il. 

But come and be and hear the stars, the crackle of the fire, 
The endless outback SW1Shine, . . . the prickles and barbed wire. 
Bring food and comfy walking shoes - leave behind the mut! 
And come and stay and be our guest for a night in Mayo's Hut! 

2 September, 1989 Paul Nicholas 



RIVER MARNE WALK 

The following interesting details have been supplied by Harold SWeeney, 
regular host of the Tuesday walkers "Four Seasons" group about a delightful walk 
along the River Marne through the 2, 500 acre property "Lartunga" CMned by Mr. Bob 
Proud. 

~andering through this picturesque country is the River Marne, flowing on to 
join the Murray many miles away. Aboriginals once roaned this area and were known 
as the Mari (neaning east) Meyu (neani.ng man). Some evidence of their being here 
still remains. 

Many of these people camped west of the Marne at Jacob's Creek and it is 
believed around 600 lived along the South Para River. Mt. Crawford was known as 
"Teetaka". 

On "Lartungau there are remains of camp sites, a burial ground and small 
caves. After the extinction of the local tribe, aboriginals came frequently from 
the River Murray, seeking the possum skins - this type of animal was to be found 
in great numbers in the Springton-Eden Valley district in the early settlement 
days. Also sort, and highly prized was the thick bark of the Red Gums along the 
Marne. During the walk, guests notice the scars on the trees where bark was cut 
for canoes. 

The last of the River Murray aborigines to visit this area appears to have 
been around 1876. 

The ntlJDerous burnt out Red Gums is believed to have been the work of the 
aborigines, They face mainly east or north and provide shelter. 

Aboriginal place names: 

CUdlee Creek evolved from "Kadli" .neaning dog. Wild dogs were numerous there 
in pioneer days. 

Guneracha - "Umeracha", fine waterhole in River Torrens. 

Parra Wirra - River lined with trees. 

The River Torrens when in flood was known as "Yertala'', hence the name 
"Yata.1a" .neaning inundated. 



R . P . A • BUSHWALK 

Recently, I was privileged to be the one of the guests of the Retired Persons' 
Bushwa.lking Club when Doug Leane, on behalf of the Club, led a walk classified as 
A+ along the eastern section of the River Marne. 

On the day prior to the walk I received a telephone call from a visitor to 
Adelaide from Kenya enquiring about the possibility of joining a walking group 
during a stay in Adelaide. Being assured of her capacity to physically meet the 
demands of the "East Marne Walk" I suggested that she may wish to join the group 
on the follc:Ming day but hastened to add that she should not be misled by use of 
the word "retired", as from all reports - and threats - the walk would indeed be 
quite strenuous. Joan enthusiastically accepted the challenge to join the party. 

From Glen OSI'IDnd we travelled in convoy to Mt. Pleasant and beyond, a distance 
of 140 km. Four cars were left at the end of the gorge and all the walkers 
travelled in the remaining vehicles along unsealed roads and across the river 
itself at one point to the start of the walk at a ford. 

We hastily set forth along the first section of the river gorge which see!lEd 
fairly straightforward walking in a delightful rural atmosphere with towering gums 
lining the banks of the river. The weather was bright and sunny, providing 
perfect conditions, both for the walkers and for a black snake to settle himself 
on a rock close to the path for his emargence from winter hibernation. Undaunted, 
one of the party photographed the reptile in a threatening pose before pressing 
on. 

The calm and placid environnent of a friendly rural countryside prevailed 
until lunch tima when we relaxed at the confluence of the Marne and the SoiJUJe. 

It was here that the "real" walk was about to coiJUJence with the first of 
seventeen crossings of the Marne. As a fallen log straddled the SoiJUJe, some 
members of the party delayed getting their feet wet by straddling the log and 
inching along it to get to the other side of the river. Others chose a shallc:M 
section of the SoiJUJe to cross while some chose the Marne. At this point the 
environnent changed dramatically with the river fleMing 100re swiftly and cliffs 
towering majestically above. With recent visits to the Flinders Ranges still 
fresh in the minds of some of the party, comparisons were made with well-knc:Mn 
Flinders landmarks. cameras clicked and those of us who were first tima visitors 
gazed at the magnificence and splendour of the rugged cliffs and bluffs with 
ancient red aums reachina skvwards from the banks of the river. 



That was the first crossing - sixteen 100re to go! I:JcMnstream a seemingly 
short distance with progress halted by a sheer rock face the next crossing was 
made. No logs to help with this one so desperately clutching our friends' hands 
we took tJhe plunge placing each foot firmly on the bed of the river before taking 
the next step. Another handy hint which sone of us were fortunate to observe was 
to ensure we had our backs to the current to avoid being knocked over backwards 
and becoming drenched! The water at this spot was comparatively shallCM reaching 
only to mid calves but providing an introduction to what one could expect as the 
walk progressed. We had no sooner dried out in the warm sun after each crossing 
than it was necessary to take another plunge! Ten 100re to go! · Nine, eight, 
seven ............ ! By the end of the day we had successfully acquired the art of 
wading across a river with the deepest immersion being to the top of rrtf thighs! 

Although I had no ambition to go out next day and do the sane walk, it is an 
experience I am grateful to have shared. OUr Kenyan guest was thoroughly 
delighted at her good fortune in being able to accompany the group on a neoorable 
highlight of her Australian visit. Thank you, Doug! 

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED 

The co-operation of all members is earnestly sought - pleaded, implored - for 
articles, items of interest, etc. describing Friends' activities during the 
walking season. We k:ncM it is all happening because statistics and actual 
sightings reveal that 100re ap.d 100re walkers are using the trails and enjoying the 
unparalleled beauty of this State's natural environment, either in style by 
carrying a light day pack or by suffering the agonies of backpacking. 

It is also difficult to imagine that the planning taking place in schools for 
Trek 90 does not hold some interesting detail to share with our readers. We would 
welcome any snippets or articles about such preparatory activities. 

The large number. of walkers one meets along the trails indicates that the 
walking clubs and smaller groups of friends are not in hiberation either. So, 
please, someone - everyone - exercise that dormant literary genius by puttli1g pen 
to paper to write a few lines about your walking experiences to share with fellow 
readers of this publication! 

P. S. Photographs add interest too! Just send a forwarding address 
and they will be returned to you. 



BUSHWALKING LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

In late May we hosted the first National Conference on Bushwalking 
Leadership Training. It was co-convened by the Victorian and South Australian 
Training Boards with a couple of objectives:-

1 . An ideas exchange between those involved in bushwalking leadership 
training. 

2. Providing stimulus and/or assistance to groups which may be considering 
establishing training bodies and programries. 

3. Investigating the possibility of all training bodies working t<:Mards a 
conm::m standard, probably with state or regional variations. 

Tile conference seems to have been a great success, with delegates coming 
from all states. At the JJDI]Blt, only Tasmania, Victoria and South Australia 
have leadership certificate courses up and running and Western Australia is 
about to start. 

Tilere was agreeuent that a coum:m curriculum and standard are desirable, 
and that regional endorsenBlts will be necessary for hot dry conditions, 
tropical conditions, and Sl'lDW conditions. 

A working party has been established to prepare a draft within 12 IIDnths, 
and general content areas have been outlined. 

DAY WALK LEADERS COURSE 

Tile l:xlard has developed a course to train people in leadership of day 
walks. The course will be offered through the Regency College of T. A. F. E. 

Training will consist of seven evening sessions of three hours, plus tw:> 
weekends. TI'lere will be additional requirements for ~rience, observation 
and assessrrent. Tile OOard will issue a certificate to graduates. 

The course has also been accredited with the S.A. Fitness Accreditation 
Council, which means that fitness leaders completing the course will also be 
accredited to conduct walking activities in fitness progranDJeS. 

Tile groups IIDSt likely to be interested in the course are fitness leaders, 
walking club nembers, teachers involved in day walking and J;X>SSibly Scout and 
Guide leaders. People involved in leading overnight walks should apply for the 
Bushwalking Leadership Certificate. 

Tile initial course will CODIIellce in October, 1989. 
Interested people should contact Regency Park College of T.A.F.E. on 

348-4444. 

Peter Kellett 
TARCOOLA Is TRAIL 

Last year, with the assistance mainly from the South Australian Recreation 
Institute and a Bicentennial Year Grant, Tarcoola Area School developed a trail 
which chiefly recognises settlement at the turn of this century. 

Sites of interest include the Goverrunent Battery for crushing ore for gold, a 
cenetery dating back to 1900, mining pits and shafts, an 'Afghan's grave, and 
rei'IU1.ants of an old bank and bakery. A booklet is available to guide the walker 
along the trail, which is marked by droppers and perma-pine J;X>Sts and signs. 

The trail is just over 8 kilonetres long but short cuts on the return route 
can reduce this distance. 

Individuals and school and community groups are welcone to try the trail. 
There are adequate facilities in Tarcoola available for the less adventurous 
walker. You can contact Kim~ (Teacher) or Michael Hosking (Principal) at the 
school for IIDre details on ( 086) 722046. 

Kim ~, Human Societv Kev Teacher. Tarcoola Area School 



BIRD WATCHING ALONG THE HEYSEN TRAIL 

The following extract from the publication "The Heysen Trail - Encounter 
Bay to the Barossa Valley" is re-produced by kind permission of the author, 
Joan Paton. 

Alroost everyone enjoys watching and listening to birds and many of the 220 
species occurring in the fvbunt Lofty Ranges can be seen or heard while walking 
along the Heysen Trail. The bright red rosellas, the scarlet-breasted robins, 
brilliant enamel-blue wrens and the Golden Whistlers will give pleasure to 
all. So~re of Australia's best songsters such as the Magpie, and the 
Shrike-thrush can be heard in addition to the cheerful calls of many other 
birds. 

Few people, h~ver, realise heM much their enjoynent would be enhanced by 
a little knowledge, patience and the use of binoculars. It is alJoost 
impossible to see birds adequately, particularly the little ones, without 
binoculars. With binoculars fascinating details of 'behaviour and appearance 
beco~re apparent. If possible carry binoculars and learn to use them. 

The serious bird watcher should also carry a small notebook and pencil and 
must learn to describe the birds seen, in sufficient detail to allow 
identification using a suitable book or by consulting SOJreOne with more 
experience. Record the size and relative shape of the bird; its general 
colour and the :position of any colour patches; the shape of the wings and heM 
the bird flies; the length (e.g. compared with body length) and the shape of 
the tail, bill and legs, the behaviour and song and the habitat in which the 
bird is seen. Any of these features may help to identify the bird. Successful 
identification of a bird from one's own field notes is a very satisfying 
experience. 

Special books (Field Guides) to assist in field identification are 
available and should be carried if :possible, but the important thing is to 
write down as full a description as possible when the bird is first seen and 
not to depend on menory. Use the "List of Birds of the fvbunt Lofty Ranges" 
which follows to help check your identification. (See the book for the list.) 

The Heysen Trail passes through a range of habitats - sclerophyll forests 
and heathlands, pine plantations, woodlands of various densities, orchards and 
open grasslands so that any bird recorded from the M:mnt Lofty Ranges could 
:possibly be seen. The Trail at present starts near Victor Harbour - (this has 
now been extended to Cape Jervis) - and I assume that many people will make use 
of public transport t:o this town and walk along Y.ilki Beach to the Bluff to 
join the Trail . For this reason so~re species which have only been seen on the 
coast have been included in the "List of Birds of the MJunt Lofty ranges". 

To predict exactly which species of bird will be seen in a given area is, 
of course, impossible , but roost species have a particular habitat in which they 
are likely to be found . Habitats are influenced by the plant species present 
and the height and density . of trees and shrubs. 

Within the region of the preferred habitat the bird may use only a 
particular area for its needs. A number of species may share a habitat by 
foraging in different ways or at different sites. On a large gumtree for 
example, pardalot:es usually feed on lerps and insects in the leafy canopy, 
honeyeaters w:>rk the blossoms for nectar, si tellas collect arthro:pods from the 
upper branches, while treecreepers hunt on the trunk and larger boughs (but not 
all at one time). Robins, on the other hand, may use the tree as a perch 
before darting to the ground or into the shrub layer to catch their prey, or 
parrots may seek holes for nesting. 

Although many birds can be seen while walking briskly along the Trail, roore 
success and enjoyment comes by walking slowly. Unusual birds are often 
detected and the behaviour of individuals, family groups and the L~teractions 
between different species become apparent . 



Use your ears as well as your eyes to help locate the bird. Many species 
have short contact calls which keep the pair, family group or flock together. 
These calls direct attention to the birds before they can be seen. Where 
possible place yourself with the light behind you. M:>ve quietly. Birds are 
JOOre likely to be frightened by sudden JOOvenents than by noise. Bright 
contrasting clothes will make your JOOvem=nts m:>re conspicuous. 

Choose a likely spot for lunch and. keep your binoculars and notebook at 
your side. Most birds enjoy a bath, so a good place to stop is at a creek, 
soak, or even a puddle. If you sit quietly sane of the small birds will often 
come quite close. 

YHA HOSTELS on the 
HEVSEN TRAIL 

• 
Port Wakefield • Peters Hill 521 

Kapunda 

Tanunda 0 
Gawler O 

Para Wirra Y.H . .A. 
' 

Elizab_;th 1111 1 
• Mt. Gawler542 

Norton Summit Y.Ht.t-

A Mt. lofty Y.H. " l//1 ... () 
ADELAIDE • Mt. Lofty 727 

0 Craters 

.A. YHA HOSTELS 
Meadows 

Kuitpo Y.H. 

Mt. Magnificent 382 

/ ... 
Inman Valley Y. H. 

Cape 
Jervis ~~1!!!!!!!~--....J 

40 

KILO METR ES 

80 

Comfortable accommodation for overn1ght stops on the 
Heysen Trail:-
• Fully equ1pped k1tchens 
• Comfortable beds with all bedding (you provide the bed 

linen) 
• Bathroom Fac11it1es 
• Pleasant Situations 
Bookings and Enquiries: 

YHA of S.A. Inc., 
38 Sturt Street, 
ADELAIDE 5000 Tel. (08) 231 5583 Fax. (08) 231 4219 



A WALK THROUGH THE KASBAH 

A few weeks ago, "like Webster's Dictionary", I was rvt>rocco bound. A 
three-hour journey by ship took me from the Rock of Gibraltar in Europe across 
the Mediterranean Sea to the northwest coast of Africa, close to where the 
Mediterranean and the Atlantic Seas neet. 

I disembarked at Tangier in rvt>rocco where I was met by the guide Mahomet 
who, like rrost of the other men, wore a long white nightie with pointed 
elf-like slip-ons on his feet which easily slipped off when we entered mosques, 
as we frequently did. 

rvt>st of the rrosques have a vast internal space beneath a huge central dome 
which is supported by a few massive columns and surrounded by clusters of small 
domes. Women are not allc:Med in the central area but are cooped up in a pen at 
the very back of the rrosque so that they "do not distract the men"! Because 
the rvt>slem religion forbids making the likeness of any living thing, the art of 
beautiful shapes and patterns has been very highly developed. Intricate and 
complex designs are hand-carved on narble, painted on mahogany and cedar-wood 
ceilings, and worked in rrosaics on walls and floors. 

After an uncomfortable night shared with bedbugs, and with cockroaches in 
the bathroom, I continued my journey inland to Fez, the JIOSt ancient of 
rvt>rocco's Imperial Cities. I traipsed behind Mahomet through the Kasbah, 
which is a fortress, and the Medina, the Old Town of Fez which dates from the 
9th century and is the largest and the oldest in Africa. 

TI1e stench in these congested settlements is indescribable. Tiley consist 
of slum dwellings, very small factories, shops and cafes (men only), which are 
connected by a labyrinth of narrow alleyways twisting and turning at acute 
angles and plunging through dark tunnels. TI1e uneven, broken cobblestones that 
pave the alleyways' base are laid in a concave shape sloping inwards to a 
central drain. Keeping one's footing was as difficult as climbing in the Alps 
a few weeks previously. Not only was the ground sharply unevP.n but also 
terribly slippery from patches of mud, donkey droppings, men's urine and 
spittle, and slops thrown from buckets. 

Donkeys have absolute Right of Way and frequent cries of "baluk", Arabian 
for "look out", mean that a donkey carrying a load nearly as wide as the alley 
is charging from behind or in front and that anyone in the way nrust flatten 
themselves - and fast - against the nearest greasy wall and breathe in while it 
passes. r.En carrying enorm:ms sacks of cement, cupboards, iron grilles, huge 
copper pots, etc. were a.lloost as dangerous as the donkeys as their loads 
threatened to decapitate anyone who failed to duck beneath them. 

All the while I was being pestered by persistent vendors who seized me by 
their sweaty hands and shoved their wares in my face. Tiley also contrived to 
separate me from MahoJIII'IEt who kept up a spanking pace and never looked back to 
check whether I was still with him. It was alarming to think how easy it would 
be to disappear without trace in that dark messy maze with no hope of ever 
being see1'1 again - like rrost of the women in MJrocco who spend their whole 
lives behind walls. They toil on carpet making and other products which 
salesmen display with pride. One factory manager actually bo~ted that some 
women never leave their homes at all except for an occasional outing on Fridays 
to pray in the rrosque. The few women who are seen are usually in black purdah, 
fleeting shadows with only their eyes unveiled. 

The congestion in the kasbahs and Medinas is horrendous. The shops and 
very small factories consist of tiny boxes with one side open to the alleyway, 
with no windows or light and scarcely more than a few cubic centimetres per 
person of stifling air to breatl1e. A great variety of goods is on sale -
fabrics, kaftans, leather-goods, brass-ware, drums, utensils of all kinds, 
candles, aphrodisiacs, jewellery, spices and fly-covered food. 

Similar tours on foot were ma.de in the other Moroccan cities visited; they 
were strenuous, sometimes frightening but always fascinating. 



From Fez I travelled by bus across the grey barren High Atlas M:runtains 
which rise to 3, 340 metres but are one of the few ranges in the world that have 
no appeal for climbers. They are inhabited by the strikingly handsome Berbers 
"Who were the original settlers in t-brocco. In sane villages there were w:>men 
branded like cattle with pale orange tattoos on their faces and wrists to show 
their identity. 

The arduous overland journey of over 500 km. finished at Marrakech, the 
Gate of the Desert, where temperatures hover around 51 degrees C. Marrakech is 
a city that emphasises the gulf between the life-styles of the poor and the 
wealthy, and there was little evidence of a middle class. 

On a hilltop is the beautiful villa that Onassis bought for Jaqueline 
Kennedy. The rich and fam:>us jet in and stay in sumptuous hotels, one of which 
claims to be the best in the world. It is designed like a Sultan's Palace and 
surrounded by its own private botanic gardP..ns. The weather is perfect for 
swinuning, sunbathing and poolside parties, and there is abundant nightlife 
entertainment in the casinos and westernised cabaret shows. 

No ~nse has been spared in the Royal Palace which is oozing with 
treasures. On display are enornvus jewels, and drapes and robes embroidered 
with gold thread. It has inner courtyard gardens with fountains that are 
refreshing and peaceful, and lavish harem accomnvdation for an unlimited number 
of concubines. 

The local guide explained that the parts removed in order to appoint men to 
the office of eunuch were carried in their turbans so that after they died they 
would be complete men again in their next reincarnation. I had heard this 
account before in Istanbul and suspect it could be a tale fabricated at a 20th 
century international conference for Guides of Harems. 

Juxtaposed to the Palace is the clam:>ur of the Great Market Square where 
there were pitifully defo:rned beggars, flea-ridden 100nkeys and snake charmers 
whose cobras were not at all cha:rned by their dismal music. Marrakech, the 
heart of t-brocco, is a city of extrenes, luxury on one side and squalor on the 
other. 

From Marrakech rtrf route looped back tcwards the coast via Casablanca, where 
the film starring Ingrid Bergman and Humphrey Bogart was made, and continued on 
to Rabat, the capital of M::>rocco, which is the cleanest of its cities and the 
residence of the King. 

Rabat is meJIDrable for two amusing incidents. The first was the Changing 
of the Guard which was like a performance by clowns. Two soldiers, wearing 
white accordion-pleated trousers, lowered and tried to fold their country's 
flag facing into the wind which caused the voluminous flag to billow out and 
repeatedly envelop the prancing guards. 

Meanwhile one of the sentries was surreptitiously SJIDking a cigarette held 
in a white-gloved hand under cover, so he thought, of his baggy trousers. 

The second incident was in the hotel on the last evening. As guests sat or 
reclined on sofas in alcoves around the walls of one of the hotel's salons a 
few live ( alJIDst) melancholy musicians played on drums and violins which were 
held upside-down like cellos on their laps. Suddenly and quite incongruously 
their doleful dirges (they enjoy being sad) changed to "Scotland the Brave". 
Crossed swords were improvised with two large candles and we stunned the Arab 
audience with a performance of the Highland Fling. 

1'-brocco is certainly not a country of laughter and smiles, and for visitors 
not all is beer and skittles, although beer is cheaper than water at $3.50 a 
bottle. There are aspects that are sinister, threatening and restrictive. 
Although nominally a deJIDcracy there were ~riences 100re like those in a 
Police State. 

Two American women who wanted to do their own thing~ a waiter to find 
them an unofficial guide. They were punished by having their air-conditioning 
cut off and phone calls every hour all through the night. The waiter was 
sacked and the unofficial guide went to prison. 

As a travel ~dence I would rate Morroco as law in comfort, both 
physical and moral, but as very high in interest. 

Jean Cook 



BAROSSA RAMBLE 

It 's me again, the lazy walker - the one who likes to get off the beaten 
track but still have all the comforts of home. I thought I'd tell you about 
our latest ramble. 

One cold August M:mda.y JJDrning Muff and I boarded a train 1:x:rund for Gawler, 
arriving at the end of the line, Gawler Central, at 10.30 a.m. We then set off 
for Lyndoch via unsealed roads north of the highway, crossing it along an old 
netwJrk trail into Sandy Creek Conservation Park, where we saw SOliE early 
orchids, sundews and pink-tinged pinelea flowering aJJDng bright yellow 
hibbertia and flame heath. At Pimpala Road we turned left, arriving at Lyndoch 
at 5.00 p.m. Here we were the first Bed and Breakfast guests of Chris and Rita 
Rehn and were treated to a three-course meal and a pleasant evening with 
friendly hosts. 

The next JJDrning Rita packed our lunch and after a light breakfast we set 
off along the Barossa Highway bound for Nuriootpa. A pretty walk along Fuss 
Road and over a ford at Yaldara Winery brought us to the sparsely populated, 
treeless and often very muddy back roads of Barossa West. The landscape became 
JJDre interesting however as we approached Tanunda where, from the ridge we were 
able to identify Krondorf Road leading to the winery, and the tower on the hill 
beyond indicating the location of the Heysen Trail on its descent t~ 
Bethany. 

We celebrated our ueeting with the Trail west of Tanunda by deioolishing 
Rita' sandwiches at the roadside overlooking the tCMn, then continued along the 
Trail until we reached the turn-off to Nuriootpa. It had rained steadily 
during the afternoon and we arrived at our DVtel somewhat bedraggled, glad of 
the warm air-conditioned room which enabled us to dry off our wet clothing. 

Next day, after buying a sandwich at a nearby deli, we headed for Kapunda. 
via M:lppa Road, a pretty wattle-lined, unsealed road, sparsely populated and 
devoid of traffic. Turning off r.bppa Road before reaching the bitunw:n, we 
climbed steadily to a hilltop overlooking Kapunda.. ~ hours later we were at 
our destination, the Sir John Franklin Hotel, where we spent another pleasant 
evening chatting with fellow travellers. 

Thursday, 24th August, we walked back along the Heysen Trail to Greenock 
and I congratulate the Friends who did such a \'«)nderful job of marking this 
section. I lost count of the number of stiles we clambered over, or the number 
of creek beds we traversed - a JJDSt enjoyable walk. From Greenock we continued 
on to our next overnight stay at the very pretty Seppeltsfield Holiday Units. 

On Friday JOC)Ining we returned to the Trail and followed it back to Tanunda, 
diverting along Samuel Road to avoid covering the same ground. After lunching 
at a quaint coffee shop we spent a few hours looking around this interesting 
town until the afternoon bus arrived at 3.50, taking us back to Adelaide. 

For anyone interested: 
Cost (all inclusive} $145.DO 
Distance per day 20- 25 kms 
Maps used Barossa 6628-1 

+ Heysen Trail Map No . 9 Betty Wise 



SALES 

Shirts are now available in a range of sizes and colours. The 
Friends 1 logo is displayed on the left-hand side of the shirt. As 
illustrated, they are a polo-style shirt of best quality, featuring a 
collar and three buttons. They are priced at $22. 50. 
Colours available - White, lerron, gold, navy blue, royal blue, light blue, 
aqua, black, pink. 
Sizes- 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22. (Larger ones may be available.) 

Badges are also available as illustrated. The round badge is the Friends 1 

logo priced at $6.00 each and the Heysen Trail badge is priced at $2.00 
each. 

Heysen Tra.il fv'..ap No. 10 is also available, having just been released. 
Price is $4.50. Map No. 10 extends from Peters Hill to Stony Gap, south 
of Burra. 

For your requirements of any of the above supplies, see the order form 
enclosed with this .issue. 
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